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Welcome to MODEM Matters 
 
MODEM’s ongoing engagement with Church Leaders 
 

It was a privilege to spend time with Church leaders during MODEM’s workshop at 
Winchester early in July. To hear personal stories and experiences and share 
leadership insights, questions and challenges; to engage with each other on the 
Christian journey and to learn with and from each other makes for a rich community.  To 
me this opportunity expressed the heart of MODEM’s ministry and mission and I hope 
you enjoy reading about it on pages 4 & 5 of this issue.  I also hope that MODEM is 
able to organise further workshops in the future to continue sharing of leadership ideas 
amongst our members and with those in the church that are new to us.  
 

Building on the theme of ‘emergence’ which was a core focus at Winchester, there seems to be a common 
underlying theme emerging in this issue – that of discerning God’s spirit.  From the launch of the Grove 
Leadership Series, and the subject of Bishop Graham Cray’s first booklet in the series (see pages 8 & 14), to 
the CPAS article by David Runcorn (page 9) – it seems clear that what is being highlighted in church leadership 
at the moment is the need to listen and follow – even if the direction is not immediately obvious.   
 
So wherever and however this issue of MODEM Matters finds you – I pray that you will have the type of 
receptive heart which Paul spoke of at the end of the book of Acts (28:27): that you might hear with your ears, 
and understand with your hearts the things that the Holy Spirit is speaking to you, your fellowship and your 
community.   
 
With every blessing  
 
Sue Howard,  
Editor, MODEM Matters 
Email me at: modemmatters@modem-uk.org 

Nelson’s Column 
 
Networking: CTBI, CTE and URC. To support networking, our Chair has encouraged us to hold Leader-
ship Committee meetings at the head offices of national churches, thus we are now using meetings as an 
opportunity to meet their senior officers and promote MODEM. As an affiliated member organisation of 
Churches Together in Britain and Ireland (CTBI) which is also our registered office, we regard their HQ as 
our home base and usually meet there. But we have now held meetings at the HQs of the United Reformed 
Church (URC) and Churches Together in England (CTE) to which we are also an affiliated organisation. 
 
Mapping MODEM. Since our decision to describe ourselves as a HUB for Leadership, Management and 
Ministry, we are busy identifying other organisations, networks, agencies etc with which we would like to 
relate and learn from. Richard Fox is leading this project. If you have any suggestions to support this 
approach please do get in touch with us. 
  
Theology and Change. We believe that many churches are wary of considering change, this may be partly 
because church leaders lack entrepreneurial skills and motivation. Tony Berry is leading a project to 
explore how to encourage change. 
 
“101 ideas for growing your church”  Our next book has now been commissioned by our publisher, 
Canterbury Press, and we are pressing ahead with it.  Dr Peter Brierley, former Director of Christian 
Research has accepted my invitation to co-edit it with me and Revd Bob Fyffe, General Secretary of CTBI 
has offered to liaise with church leaders to ensure they are aware of our book and invited to suggest 
potential contributors.  He has also offered himself as a contributor and agreed to provide an endorsement 
of it through CTBI.  My proposed editorial team consists of Peter Brierley, Bob Fyffe, Malcolm Grundy, 
Michael Lofthouse and myself. 
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Data Protection Policy. Our membership administrator, David Hughes, has helped us overhaul our data 
protection policy.  Our new policy is available on our website at:  http://www.modem-uk.org/Members.html. 
 
2011 members Residential Conference. We plan to hold our next conference in partnership with Sarum 
College, Salisbury in the autumn of next year. Its dates, theme and guest speakers are yet to be decided. 
We will keep you fully informed and hope you will support it with your attendance and involvement.  
 
New member to Leadership Committee. In light of the above item, we are delighted to welcome Keith 
Lamdin, Principal of Sarum College, as a new member of our Leadership Committee.   
 
John Nelson, National Secretary & Publications Editor 
 
Living on the boundaries 
 
The East End of London is full of people living on boundaries. I buy fruit 
from the Turkish local supermarket, have my hair cut by a Chinese 
hairdresser and have a Polish cleaner. A Ghanaian member from the 
congregation I serve has just gone to the Ivory Coast to fetch an aunt to 
look after her increasingly frail mother in Ghana.  A Sierra Leonean 
member, married to a Nigerian, is waiting for a visa to come through for 
his daughter in Sierra Leone who he hasn’t seen since she was tiny, 
because she was on the wrong side of the civil war. 
 
At the recent conference in Winchester on ‘new approaches for church leaders’, one of the many 
interesting ideas we looked at was that of boundaries. Too often boundaries are seen as exclusive, defining 
who should be in and who should be out. The crackdown on immigration being proposed in the UK outlines 
this starkly, with stricter restrictions being proposed in order to keep more people out. The person who is 
‘other’ is seen as a threat, regardless of their particular circumstances. It can be easy to stigmatise and 
dismiss the ‘other’. 
 
At the Winchester conference, the idea of boundaries as being exclusive and there to keep people out, was 
turned on its head. Instead, boundaries were seen as the point of creative engagement, in which the ‘new’ 
was encountered. Boundaries are then transformed from places of fear to places of innovation and 
inspiration. 
 
At Pentecost, the Holy Spirit crossed many different boundaries of language to open ears to hear and eyes 
to see in new ways. Christian leadership, rather than being about enforcing rules which keep people out, is 
about opening opportunities for people to cross boundaries, in order to encounter God in new and dynamic 
ways. These boundaries can be of place or race, of theologies from different perspectives, or between the 
sacred and the secular. 
 
MODEM is working on developing conversations for people in leadership so that boundaries can be 
crossed and insights shared. It can feel like a risky business. However, Christian leaders open themselves 
to the risk of being led by the Holy Spirit into new ways and patterns of living and believing. From the risk-
taking comes God’s creativity. 
 

Revd Elizabeth Welch 
Chair – MODEM   Please contact me at: chair@modem-uk.org 
 
MODEM’s Mission: 
MODEM is a national ecumenical Christian network, which encourages authentic dialogue 
between exponents of leadership, organisation, spirituality and ministry to aid the development of 
better disciples, community, society and world. 
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Leading in a Complex World:  New Approaches for Church Leaders 

MODEM’s second foray into facilitating workshops for Church Leaders took place at the University of 
Winchester, from 7-8 July.  We are very grateful to the University for underwriting the workshop with a 
generous subsidy which made it possible to keep the costs very low.  All 16 participant places were quickly 
booked up by a broad range of church leaders from all over England and Wales.     

The programme was put together by Tim Harle, Sue Howard, Esther Ridsdale and Dr Karen Blakeley. It 
was constructed in such a way as to ensure a good mix of both content inputs, experiential learning and 
use of learning processes to encourage dialogue about questions/issues emerging within the group of 
leaders who had gathered.  Here’s how Karen, Senior Lecturer at Winchester Business School, describes 
the value of our time together for the University’s in-house newsletter: 

The perception of organisations as complex 
adaptive systems is now part of mainstream 
organisational theory.  How to lead effectively in 
complex environments however, is still a matter for 
intense debate.  The University of Winchester 
hosted an unusual event in July where leaders 
from a variety of church and faith backgrounds 
explored new approaches to leadership based on 
ideas from complexity science.  

The one-day event was intended to introduce key 
ideas such as emergence, fractals, self-
organization and non-linearity and to model these 
ideas in terms of how the workshop was organized.  
Participants were enable to experience non-

linearity and emergence in addition to simply talking about it!  Exposure to these process concepts did, in 
fact, result in people experiencing confusion and ‘lack of structure’ at one point during the workshop.  
However, these experiences themselves generated important discussions concerning the role of leadership 
in situations of complexity and uncertainty. 
 

• Do leaders always have to ‘know the answer’?  
• Is it acceptable for leaders to admit that they do not know the best route going forward?   
• When should leaders become followers and vice versa?   
• How should leaders manage periods of birth (experimentation, innovation and risk), turbulence 

(intense change) and maturation (slow decline and endings) – both in relation to their own journeys 
and those of the people they lead?   

 
These questions generated intense conversations – which themselves were revealed as catalysts for 
change in complex systems.   
 
So what did Church leaders make of the workshop?  Here are some of the reflections on learning that were 
fed back to the facilitators: 
 

Well done for all the time effort and courage it took to let it flow. It was an amazing 24 hours and I 
am sure that the effects of it will be farther reaching and longer lasting than we can imagine at the 
moment. 
 
What was particularly helpful was the mixture of theoretical and experiential, including informal 
conversation. Because this mixture was aligned and integrated it was synergistic. Thanks. 
 
Creating space to think was also emphasised as a practical step we all can take...Surely we should 
see this as an opportunity to ask the powerful questions and get leaders to think about the “why” as 
well as the “how”.  

Esther Ridsdale‘s image of a teapot was a lasting image for many
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What have we concluded?  The 
general feeling was that applying 
complexity theory to leadership 
certainly generates insight and 
positive energy.  In many respects 
the complexity paradigm legitimises 
those processes that have always 
been central to organisational health 
and adaptive capacity but which 
have often been ignored and 
disregarded  – conversations, trust 
building and shared sensemaking.  It 
is by making time for quality 
conversations that leaders can 
ensure new insights are generated, 
energy is released and a positive 
future emerges.  
 
Further reflections on the workshop: 
 
I work as a Community Pastor amongst the churches of Basingstoke helping folk to develop inter-church projects to serve our 
local community in various ways. I have just initiated a charity to facilitate this called The Starfish Enterprise (yes, corny I 
know!). My principle has been "helping people one-by-one". I was hugely stimulated by the various sessions of the workshop 
and getting to know the variety of folk amongst the delegates which widened my thinking so much.  In particular, I was 
challenged by the presentations on emergence and fractals.  I began to believe that, just maybe, the one-by-one principle to 
spread in such a way that we really could make a significant difference to our society. This may be an idealistic dream but, 
hey, it is good to dream!  
Andy Taylor, Community Pastor 
 
Unitarians and Free Christians will often put themselves at the boundaries, both within the wider Christian 
community and with other faiths. Sometimes this is a positive experience; on other occasions the 
boundaries can become fences. Thankfully the workshop, at the boundaries of Ministry and Management, 
was one of “meeting and exchange” in the words of Margaret Wheatley, quoted by Tim Harle. Boundaries 
certainly came across as one of the themes of the workshop arising from our discussion of organisations as 
ecosystems. Creating space to think was also emphasised as a practical step we all can take.  
 
Personally I found the exploration of the S-curve extremely valuable; finding myself as I do seven months 
into a new job as Chief Officer of the Unitarian denomination still in the turbulence resulting from career 
change. I need to see how I can use this turbulence to lead the Movement and myself forward, like the 
salmon leaping upstream. More generally I shall use Sue Howard’s presentation on the Holistic 
Development Model to develop my thinking on church leadership development. We struggled with the 
distinction between inspiration and spirituality at the centre of the model; I got the impression that to some it 
just did not seem Christian enough. To Sue it was a way to get people to talk about issues of meaning in 
the workplace where the word “religion” could not be spoken. Surely we should see this as an opportunity 
to ask the powerful questions and get leaders to think about the “why” as well as the “how”.  
Derek McAuley, Chief Officer, General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches 
 
This was a huge opportunity for me to meet other Christians with an interest in effective leadership. Working in the 
secular world and about to start ordination training, I was keen to see if the models used ‘out there’ are suitable to be 
used in a Christian organisation like the Church of England. My key take home message was, Yes they are: it’s not the 
model you use that matters, it’s the way it’s delivered and used. But that aside, I love models, so looking at new ones, 
especially the Human Insight change model, was great. A model allows people to share their expertise and 
experiences: this is why I like workshops and not distance learning! 
Helen Baber, NHS Training solutions consultant 

Tim Harle used a YouTube clip to help illustrate emergence
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Using Your Strengths in Leadership 3: 
 
Keith Williams, MODEM member and management consultant (www.spiralsplus.com) continues to share 
examples of how the Gallup Strengths Finder survey (www.strengthsfinder.com) can support leadership 
development. Here, we look at how Strengths Finder can be used to analyse leadership team profiles. 

 
There are several tools which can be used to analyse the profiles of teams e.g. Belbin, Myers Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI). Previously, I wrote about a book, Strengths Based Leadership, by Tom Rath and Barry 
Conchie and how it provides a framework to understand how the strengths of individuals relate to 
leadership domains – Executing, Influencing, Relationship-Building and Strategic Thinking.  
 
I have used this framework with several leadership teams, and use a spreadsheet and simple colour code 
to help them understand where they are strong and where there are gaps. This is useful for assessing the 
balance within a leadership team and identifying why they struggle in different roles and situations. 
 
The example below is of a Board controlling a budget of over £600m. You can see that they are strong in 
Executing and yet none of the team have strengths in discipline or focus. They have less strength in 
Influencing and Relationship-Building but more in Strategic Thinking. What I have observed is that they 
struggle to stick to an agenda. There are lots of great ideas but this tends to be followed by random un-
coordinated activity. They struggle to communicate direction and cascade decisions through the 
organisation. This means they perform best when they are supported by a facilitator who can provide the 
strengths they lack. In the longer term they could consciously recruit or promote to fill the gaps. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

StrengthsFinder - Leadership team profile - Board

Domain Theme TD JP MF DR ON

EXECTUTING Achiever 2
Arranger 2
Belief 1
Consistency 1
Deliberative 1
Discipline 0
Focus 0
Responsibility 1
Restorative 0

INFLUENCING Activator 2
Command 0
Communication 0
Competition 0
Maximizer 1
Self-assurance 1
Significance 0
Woo 0

RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING Adaptability 0
Developer 0
Connectedness 1
Empathy 0
Harmony 1
Includer 0
Individualisation 1
Posititvity 1
Relator 1

STRATEGIC THINKING Analytical 0
Context 0
Futuristic 1
Ideation 3
Input 0
Intellection 1
Learner 1
Strategic 2

* Individuals’ initials have been changed

*
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In the leadership team of a function in a hospital I found that none of them had strengths in the Influencing 
domain. They were good at defining new projects and running routine activities but they really struggled to 
get approval of business cases for new projects through the Board. We identified a Director of another 
function who had strengths in Competition and WOO (winning over others) and he coached them on how to 
present their cases to the Board.  
 
My experience of using StrengthsFinder has convinced me of the value of leadership teams in a church 
and the need to select people for roles where they can play to their strengths. 
 
 

Pause for Thought:   
Chris Hill 
(See www.chris-hill.com for more details or contact coaching@chris-hill.com) 
 
 Psalm 37:7 
“Be still before the Lord and wait patiently for Him, 
do not fret when men succeed in their ways, …” 
 
Guy Claxton in his book ‘Hare Brain, Tortoise Mind’ describes three states of thinking. 
 
The first is ‘wits’. This is what enables us to navigate busy streets and terminals without 
bumping into people.  
 
The second is ‘intelligent conscious’. This is where we solve our problems. How do I do 
this? How do I get there? What is the answer to this? Generally, it is what we get paid 
for. 
 
The third state is ‘unconscious intelligence’.  This is our ruminating mind that ponders 
the complex and is interested in process and explanations – it is the playground of our 
thinking – our ‘tortoise mind’. In our rush to solve problems do we give our ‘tortoise 
mind’ the time to be creative? A creative response could be better than a quick solution. 
 
I have no doubt that God is present and interested in our fast paced lives but when we 
need to listen we need to slow the traffic in our minds. It is not an arbitrary 
encouragement to follow Jesus’ example and camp-out on a hilltop or to be still and 
know our (creative) God.  Be still, Wait, Trust. 
 

Keith Lamdin, Principal of Sarum College, joins MODEM’s Leadership Committee 

Keith Lamdin brings a wealth of experience in education, leadership development and 
strategic planning to MODEM.  He has developed leadership training for church 
leaders, and acts as leadership coach in the church as well as charitable and health 
care organizations. 

Prior to his role at Sarum College, he previously worked with the Church of England’s Diocese of Oxford, 
where he led a team offering training, consultancy and vocational discernment across a number of 
disciplines, including fund raising and giving, adult education and professional development.
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Views from the Front Line 

Launch of Grove Leadership Series   
 
Given MODEM’s involvement with the new Grove Books Leadership Series we were delighted that our 
Chair Elizabeth Welch and Deputy Chair Tim Harle, were able to attend the launch of the series. This was 
held at the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity on 8 June.  Elizabeth writes:  
 

 
“I was delighted to attend the recent Grove Book 
launch of a new series on leadership. The author 
of the first book in the series, Bishop Graham 
Cray, leader of the Fresh Expressions Team, was 
present to talk about his book ‘Discerning 
Leadership’. This book arises out of Cray’s 
reflections on John Taylor’s 1972 book ‘The Go-
between God: The Holy Spirit and The Christian 
Mission’. Cray looks at the way in which the Holy 
Spirit calls the church into mission in new and 
surprising ways. Mission becomes not so much 
about having a plan, as being open to the 
unpredictable and being able to respond without 
sinking. 
 

Reflecting on the Holy Spirit in contemporary culture draws together the origins of the Christian faith with 
the discernment about the new possibilities of discovering God’s way forward in a changing landscape. 
Cray emphasises the importance of a three fold listening – to God, to the Christian community and to the 
local community where people are situated. He draws on practical experience in York and in Deal to open 
up new ideas of mission that have been tried in practice. 
 
The presentation was followed by a 
stimulating panel discussion, contributed 
to by James Lawrence of CPAS and Neil 
Hudson of LICC, the two partners in 
sponsoring the evening. The cross-
fertilisation of ideas was echoed in the 
conversations around the room from the 
diverse range of people who were 
present. 
 
Events such as these, alongside the Grove 
Leadership Series, offer a key contribution 
to thinking about leadership from both a 
theological and practical perspective in 
these changing times.” 
 
The booklet is reviewed for us by Sue Heatherington on page 14. 
 

Following the Church of Scotland Leadership Forums in March (see MODEM Matters 
E11), MODEM has been asked by Penicuick North Kirk to provide a speaker for a day 
conference in October. Richard Fox from the Leadership Committee will take part on 
behalf of MODEM. 
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Leadership Insights from CPAS: 
We have previously highlighted the work of CPAS, a mission agency supporting the work of the church by 
developing leadership capacity at every level.  Throughout 2010, we are sharing with MODEM Matters 
readers some of the leadership insights and stories emerging from CPAS.   This item, written by David 
Runcorn, has been taken from the Spring 2010 edition (CL71) of CPAS magazine Church Leadership: see 
http://www.cpas.org.uk/church-resources/church-leadership.  

“When Leading is Out of Sight” 

‘See what love the Father has given us, that we should be called children of God; and 
that is what we are… Beloved, we are God’s children now; what we will be has not yet 
been revealed. What we do know is this: when he is revealed, we will be like him, for we 
will see him as he is.’ (1 John 3:1-2) 

 
The first truth is found in the gift of God’s love: ‘see what love the Father has given us’. Something that is a 
gift is not to be understood in terms of results, productivity, success or achievement.  
 
Secondly, we live this life as mystery for ‘what we will be has not yet been revealed’. There is therefore 
always a sense of something in the life of God that is both beyond our vision and our control.  
 
Thirdly, Christian living and leadership involves trusting for an outcome that is not ultimately in our hands or 
of our making: ‘we shall be like him’. The secret of ‘who we are becoming’ is held in Christ. ‘We do not yet 
see what we shall become’ is another translation of verse 2. How does that sound to you? And how do we 
understand the task of Christian leadership in the light of it? 

Unfinished 

It might come as a relief: whatever the demands and expectations that leadership may lay upon us, being a 
‘finished product’ is not one of them! We are always ‘becomers’ and not expected to lead with a vision that 
has not yet been fully revealed. Christian leadership does not require us to be God! 
 
But it poses a practical dilemma. Leaders are supposed to know where they are going, aren’t they? Doesn’t 
leading require a sense of direction and clear vision? But how do you lead if you ‘do not see’? How do you 
lead a mystery?  
 
Finally there is the need of the hour. This is a time for clarity, urgency and action. To that end there are 
bewildering varieties of ‘emergent’, ‘fresh’, ‘liquid’, ‘ pioneer’, ‘café’ ways of being church. Leadership 
courses are everywhere.  
 
But it is not easy. What kind of church (or world) will emerge from this is not clear. We will be exploring and 
experimenting for the foreseeable future. This is both exciting and disorientating. How to live and pray and 
lead faithfully through such times needs much wisdom. Truly, ‘we do not yet see what we shall become’. 

Wilderness 

In his book Managing Transitions – making the most of change (Da Capo Press), William Bridges outlines 
the three key stages through which an organisation managing change must journey. These are: ‘endings’, 
‘arrivings’ – and the place between that he calls the ‘neutral zone’.  
 
Bridges observes that leaders tend to give their attention to the task of ‘arriving’, but it is the ‘neutral zone’ 
to which leaders really need to attend. Interestingly he also calls this place the ‘wilderness’ and uses 
examples from Exodus and Moses. The wilderness is not a comfortable place. If we think that, as leaders, 
we should always know clearly where we are going, the wilderness can feel like failure. But it is also the 
space in which we complete our endings and prepare to embrace the new life beyond.  
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A feature of the wilderness is that we often ‘do not see’ what we are becoming or where we are going. It is 
a place of wandering rather than route marching. There are no straight roads. We can feel very lost. But it 
is God’s place. There is no path to God in the Bible that does not pass through it at some stage.  

No short cuts 

There are two main temptations in this ‘neutral zone’. One is to want to go back to the familiarity of where 
we were before. Remember the children of Israel moaning and missing Egypt?  
 
Another is to look for short cuts to the promised land. There is no shortage of resources around offering 
such solutions for bewildered leaders. If anything, we are in danger of ‘strategy overload’.  Paul Bayes 
(National Mission and Evangelism Adviser to the Archbishops' Council) warns: ‘We can be an anxious and 
hasty church, running away from our fears and decline. We talk and talk about ‘fresh expressions’, and new 
beginnings, and indeed, God is drawing us there, [but] if we are not careful we will rush into initiatives and 
schemes for growth, with no depth, no reflection, no root in prayer.’ 

Permission to ‘not see’ 

I was with a church leadership team recently. Its members were struggling. The message they were 
hearing was that they should have a clear vision and mission statement – after all, ‘real’ leadership has 
clear vision and direction, doesn’t it? But they couldn’t find one and were feeling guilty. We talked about this 
passage and I suggested that perhaps their ‘big picture’ had not yet been revealed to them. What if 
leadership in their context meant a faithful exploring, listening, trying out smaller projects, a wandering for a 
time? God’s gift and purpose for them would be found in this. They reacted as if weights were dropping off 
them. The permission to ‘not see’ was liberating and they began to talk with new faith and hope. 
 
There is a quality here easily neglected in Christian leadership – a Godly tentativeness, a willingness to ‘not 
see’, a willingness to wait with God’s people in the space between and to trust the promise of God’s faithful 
leading, yet to be revealed.  
 
 

David Runcorn has been involved in ministry training and support for many years.  He is a writer, 
speaker and spiritual director. He contributes regularly to Christian leadership and ministry 
development courses as a teacher, mentor and consultant.  See http://web.mac.com/davidruncorn 
for more information.  His most recent publications include two titles from SPCK: Choice, Desire 
and Will of God: What More Do You Want? and Spirituality Workbook: a Guide for Pilgrims, 
Explorers and Seekers; and a Grove Booklet, The Road to Growth Less Travelled: Spiritual Paths 
in a Missionary Church.  

Recognition: 
 
MODEM has been recognised by Westminster Abbey! We have been invited 
to be represented at the service of Evening Prayer at the Abbey to be held 
on the evening of 17 September as part of the Ecumenical Visit of the Pope.  
 
The Dean and Chapter are keen for this service to be attended by a very 
broad cross section of Christian churches, organisations and individuals. 
There will be an opportunity for the congregation to see beforehand a live 
transmission of the Pope’s address to Parliament in Westminster Hall. 
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Peter Brierley – Trends in the Decade Ahead 
As we approach the next second 10-year period of the 21st century, 2010 to 2020, what are some the 
trends in church and society which could impact our management and leadership strategies?             

1) The British Church is declining.  The fact of decline is obvious in most denominations, and is likely to continue at 
an increasing rate in the next 10 years.  Within that broad statement there are groups which are bucking the trend, 
such as the Pentecostal churches and many of the larger Anglican churches.  

2) There are fewer younger and more older people in church.  The changing fertility rate is increasing the 
proportion of older people in the population.  There is already a greater proportion of older people in the church and 
this is likely to increase quite rapidly, due to both the smaller numbers of young people in church and the rate at which 
they leave.  Focussing on age is likely to be a key strategic factor in the decade ahead.  

3) Immigration will increasingly be a major factor in church life.  Many immigrants (including asylum seekers and 
refugees) wish to follow their own religions in their country of adoption.  Christian immigration has caused important 
church growth in Britain, some of which is quite deliberate (“reverse” mission).   The challenge is to integrate 
immigrant church leaders, to learn from them, and to join with them in mission.  

4) Churchmanship is important.  The two largest groups are the Evangelicals (declining slowly) and the Catholics 
(declining rapidly).  Non-Evangelicals are also declining rapidly.  Within the Evangelical group, the mainstream/ 
conservative/ traditional group, and the charismatic group, are both the largest and declining least slowly.  

5) Some environmental changes are worth noting.  Churches in City Centre and Inner City areas are not expected 
to decline as fast as those in Suburban areas, even if the latter has the largest congregations.  Some Remoter Rural 
areas are bucking the declining trend with churches growing because of young families moving there from urban 
areas.  

6) The growth of Islam is almost certain to continue.  Growth can be seen in the UK from Muslims being 3.5% of 
the population in 2010 to an expected 4.3% by 2020.  Evangelicals are the only other growing religious group 
worldwide, although in the UK they are growing only as an increasing proportion of churchgoers, not numerically.  

7) Future Leadership is critical.  Leadership is crucial for survival and revival in the church.  The key elements in 
evaluating leaders (so knowing how best to approach them and help them), are: the length of time in their present 
responsibility, the size of their church, the numbers of churches they care for, whether their church(es) is/are growing, 
and their age, gender and churchmanship.    

8) Changing Female and Family Positions.  As in many countries in the developed world, the UK is seeing fewer 
marriages (and fewer divorces as a consequence).  The marital composition of the population is changing rapidly with 
far fewer married households, and increasing numbers of lone parents, cohabiting and single person households.  
These patterns are unlikely to be followed by churchgoers.  Likewise the role of women in society is changing, fuelled 
by the media with its huge interest in sex and widespread use of pornography, leading to the degradation of what it 
means to be female.  

9)  We are moving out of the Judaeo-Christian tradition.  The world as most of us know it is fast disappearing, 
partly due to major political changes, partly because of moral degradation, and partly because of the economic growth 
in India and China (and the authority that goes with that) where cultures are very different from cultures in the 
developed world.  The loss of confidence in the Good News of Jesus Christ is partly responsible for the plummeting 
numbers of new Christians. 

10) The Challenge of Technology.  The pace of technological change is frightening, and the moral foundations 
within it are shifting rapidly.  Christian leaders must learn to use, adapt and put resources into these areas if they are 
to be relevant and effective in the years ahead. 

However, behind all these changes stands an unchanging Jesus Christ, the same, yesterday, today and for ever. 

Dr Peter Brierley is a church research consultant who may be reached on peter@brierleyres.com.    
 

We are extremely grateful to Peter Brierley for offering us many and varied insights from Church statistics 
over the years.  In future issues, we will including occasional updates from Peter, but would also like to use 
this section of MODEM Matters to include longer contributions from amongst our membership population.  
So – if you would like to write something for MODEM Matters, or if you have anything you think may be of 
interest to MODEM members, please let us know by emailing modemmatters@modem-uk.org.
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What’s New? 
Books and other resources on leadership, 
management and ministry 
Continuing our series on new resources, which may be of interest to 
members. Date of publication is 2010, unless stated otherwise. We 
also include an initial selection of peer-reviewed journals. 

Books on church leadership, management and ministry 
Titre Ande. Leadership and Authority: Bula Matari and Life-Community Ecclesiology in Congo. 

Regnum.189pp, pb, £19.99. ISBN 978-1-870345-72-9. Theological praxis a long way from the 
library. Based on a PhD thesis, during which the author, an Anglican bishop, twice had to return to 
his home country to ensure his family’s safety. Historical, political, cultural and ecclesial 
perspectives are both grounded in a particular situation and speak prophetically to others. 

Alan Billings. Making God Possible: The Task of Ordained Ministry Present and Future. SPCK. 182pp, 
pb, £14.99. ISBN 978-0-281-06228-7. Reviews four models: classical (parson), evangelical 
(minister), catholic (priest) and utility (social activist/personal therapist). The author concludes that 
the priorities should be in teaching and pastoral ministry (‘chaplain to the nation’). Despite the 
subtitle, the impression left is one of ministry past and present. 

Earl Creps. (2008) Reverse Mentoring: How Young Leaders Can Transform the Church and Why We 
Should Let Them. Jossey-Bass. 210pp, hb, £16.99. ISBN 978-0-470-18898-9. An important 
volume in the Leadership Network series (www.leadnet.org). Echoes writers such as Tom Kelley of 
IDEO and Keith Grint in highlighting how innovation, learning and wisdom do not always flow in the 
expected direction. 

Maggie Durran. The UK Church Fundraising Handbook: A Practical Manual and Directory of Sources, 
Revised updated edn. Canterbury Press. 288pp, pb, £19.99. ISBN 978-1848250024. Does what it 
says on the tin. From Gift Aid to EU funding, it includes the importance of developing relationships. 
Some may wonder if a chapter on theological underpinnings would have been a helpful addition. 

Marti R Jewell & David A Ramey. The Changing Face of Church: Emerging Models of Parish 
Leadership. Loyola Press. 158pp, pb, £8.50. ISBN 978-0-8294-2647-2. Documents the results of a 
research project among US Catholic churches. The focus was on leadership as a system of relation-
ships through which communities are led, rather than the leader as a single person. The results and 
examples of best practice have a relevance and application far beyond the original context. 

Reggie McNeal. (2009) Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecard for the Church. Jossey-Bass. 
193pp, hb, £15.99. ISBN 978-0-470-24344-2. Calls for church leaders to make a three-fold shift: 
from an internal to external focus, from running programmes to developing people, and from a 
church base to community engagement. One wonders how many UK churches have performance 
management systems that could recognise any (mis)alignment.  

Anthony G Reddie. (2009) Is God Colour-Blind? Insights from Black Theology for Christian Ministry. 
SPCK. 123pp, pb, £12.99. ISBN 978-0-281-06043-6. A powerful contribution embodies the 
importance of disturbance for health. Includes biblical reflections and suggestions for group study. 
In keeping with a tradition which honours story telling, concludes with two lived sermons. 

Erik Rees & Jeff Jernigan.Tilt: Small Shifts in Leadership that Make a Big Difference. Abingdon. 209pp, 
pb, £14.99. ISBN 978-1-4267-0579-3. Despite the title, the book reads like a brochure for 
programmes associated with Saddleback Church. Readers are offered a free 30 day trial in an 
online service where ‘your investment can be as low as one dollar a day’.  A far cry from the same 
publisher’s admirable Leadership on the OtherSide: No Rules, Just Clues by Bill Easum (2000). 

Alan Roxburgh. Missional Map-Making: Skills for Leading in Times of Transition. Jossey-Bass. 204pp, 
hb, £16.99. ISBN 978-0-470-48672-6. A practical application of Roxburgh’s respected approach 
(see eg review of The Missional Leader in MODEM Matters E9). The postscript on leaders as 
cultivators of environments adds a salutary note to those seeking step-by-step programmes. 
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Booklets on church leadership, management and ministry 
Graham Cray. Discerning Leadership: Cooperating with the Go-Between God. Grove Leadership 

Series 1. 28pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-764-1. First in a new series. For a full review, see p14. 

John Leach. Ending Well: How to Close Things Down. Grove Renewal Series 39. 25pp, £3.95. ISBN 
978-1-85174-746-7. Addresses an important topic. Examples from the Renewal tradition will not 
resonate with all, but the call for ‘a workable theology of failure’ offers a fruitful area to explore. 

Booklets with a Christian perspective on the workplace 
Stewart Clark & Mark Howe (2009). Creativity and Ownership in a Digital Age. Grove Ethical Series 154. 

28pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-727-6. Admirably fulfils Grove’s ‘not the last word but often the first’ 
aspiration. Practical experience of open source issues is combined with biblical insights. Released 
under a Creative Commons licence (www.creativecommons.org).  

Peter Heslam. Transforming Capitalism: Entrepreneurship and the Renewal of Thrift. Grove Ethical 
Series 156. 32pp, £3.95. ISBN 978-1-85174-745-0. The latest in a steady stream of writing from the 
Director of the Cambridge-based Transforming Business project. The particular focus here is thrift, 
with perspectives ranging from Cicero to Calvin, from Wesley to Wall Street. 

Business books on leadership and management 
Annabel  Beerel (2009) Leadership and Change Management. Sage. 264pp, pb, £29.99. ISBN 978-1-

84787-341-5. Brings a number of distinctive perspectives, especially systems thinking and group 
relations, with a strong ethical thread. Emphasises the importance of new realities in the change 
process. 

Elizabeth McMillan (2008). Complexity, Management and the Dynamics of Change: Challenges for 
Practice. Routledge. 243pp, pb, £24.99. ISBN 978-0-415- 41722-8. A thinly reworked version of the 
author’s Complexity, Organizations and Change (Routledge 2004). Provides a good introduction to 
a world beyond Descartes and Newton. Examples focus on McMillan’s work at the Open University. 

Alexandra Michel & Stanton Wortham (2009) Bullish on Uncertainty: How Organizational Cultures 
Transform Participants. Cambridge UP. 264pp, pb, £15.99. ISBN 978-0-521-69019-5. A detailed 
study of two investment banks. The contrasting effects on individuals in organisations which either 
avoid uncertainty or deliberately promote it, is highly suggestive for an ecclesial setting.  

Ralph D Stacey. Complexity and Organizational Reality, 2nd edn. Routledge. 251pp, pb, £31.99. ISBN 
978-0-415- 55647-7. The opportunistic subtitle should not obscure the significance of this radical 
work from a leading thinker at the University of Hertfordshire. 

Academic journals on leadership, management and ministry 
Journal of Management Spirituality & Religion 

Founded in 2004 by Yochanan Altman. Now published by Routledge. 4 issues per year. Sponsoring 
inaugural conference, Spirituality and Management: Strangers No More? in Vienna in December 
2010. Individual subscription $110/£70/€85. http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/14766086.asp 

Leadership 
Founded in 2005 at Lancaster University Management School. Published by Sage. 4 issues per 
year. The European, rather than US, base provides an alternative perspective on global leadership 
issues. Supports the annual International Studying Leadership Conference. Individual subscription 
£61. http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalsProdDesc.nav?prodId=Journal201698  

Leadership Quarterly 
Now in Volume 21. Published by Elsevier with International Leadership Association (www.ila-
net.org). 6 issues per year. Focuses on quantitative studies. Individual subscription $160/€144. 
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/620221/description#description  
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Book Reviews 
 
Discerning Leadership: Cooperating with the Go-Between God 
By Graham Cray, in the Grove Leadership Series, July 2010 
 
Reviewed by Sue Heatherington, Waterside Consulting, www.waterside-consulting.co.uk  
 

In revisiting John V Taylor’s writings on the work of the Go-Between God in the 
person of the Holy Spirit, Graham Cray has produced a profound yet simple 
guidebook for all Christian leaders in today’s world. He does not shy away from 
the realities of our now largely irrelevant models of leadership and the shift from 
a predictable, known world to a culture of organised diversity with little sense of 
defining core.  
 
Instead Graham acknowledges the rightful leadership of the Holy Spirit and 
invites us to cultivate our ‘followership’ in very practical ways, recognising that 
“the breath of God has always played a more decisive part than our human 
strategy.” Recognising Him as the Relational Spirit (He is the active leader of 
the Church’s mission, anticipating the future and being able to straddle both the 
now and not yet) liberates us from the notion that leadership is individual and 
that the He is merely here to support our efforts! 
 

Cultivating the practice of discernment is therefore about increasing our openness to the Holy Spirit and His 
revelation in us and through us. With character and charism at the heart of discernment, Graham outlines 
how they are developed in maturity, with plurality.  
 
The practical exposition of triple listening: to God directly, the Christian body you are leading, and the local 
community, takes us beyond much of our current practice and provides practical illustrations of what this 
might look like.  
 
Don’t read this if you are comfortable with your current leadership practice. Do read it if you are hungry for 
a way of being that gives back to the Holy Spirit His rightful place in leading the mission of Jesus in our 
changing world. 
 
Structures for the Church: Reshaping the Christian Mission to our Ancient Western Nations  
By David Berry, Gilead Books, 2008.   
 
Reviewed by George Rendell, Strategy Support Team, Bristol Diocese.  
 
The central theme of the book is that the parish church came into being at a time when people lived in the 
community that it served. It was therefore the appropriate church structure for mission in the community; 
spreading the good news of Jesus, being salt and light, making a difference in society. Now that the 
majority of people are more mobile this community no longer exists in the same way so the parish church is 
unable to fulfil its mission. (The author acknowledges that he is writing from an Anglican perspective but 
points out that the same can be said of many churches that have grown up alongside the parish church.)  
 
From this central theme comes a description of a new model for the Church of England, abolishing parishes 
and deaneries, decreasing the number of dioceses and increasing the number of provinces. Parishes and 
deaneries disappear because they do not fulfil their mission potential. They are replaced by ‘catchments’ 
and ‘substations’. The number dioceses is scaled down to reduce the overhead burden. They are grouped 
into provinces which would be set up for mission to the wider region in which people live and work.  
 
In his introduction the author states. ‘The proposals I make are for very specific grassroots change. I 
believe they have to be written out in a blueprint style to stir the imagination of the majority who worship in 
our churches.’ The new model has its attractions: The parish church can be adapted to serve the 
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community in new ways (a whole section is devoted to examples); it becomes a substation, a place for 
assembling on a Sunday before travelling to the catchment; the burden of maintaining the parish church is 
lifted from the scores of people who then have time for discipleship training and engagement in mission. 
The catchment is a large central place where people gather from a wide area for worship each week; it is 
situated in a readily accessible place where people naturally spend time for shopping, leisure, work etc.   
 
Will this model ‘stir the imagination of the majority who worship in our churches’? There is much in this 
short book to stimulate discussion. Any hint that a church might be adapted or closed always provokes 
discussion! Whether it will reach a wide audience is open to question. Its A4, large print format makes it 
easy to read, the maps and tables are useful summaries but the pencil sketches, though adding interest 
make the book feel dated. Its length makes it readable in one sitting but some of the background material is 
therefore very brief. Some references to other more detailed material would be helpful to some, e.g. for 
those interested in following up the statement ‘Mission should dictate the shape of the church; not the other 
way round’; for those interested how the church developed (and failed to keep) with changes in our society; 
and for those interested in the development of society and the way people live their lives today. 
 
And, have you seen the following …websites? 
 
http://simonpwalker.blogspot.com/  Simon Walker, author of a trilogy of books about ‘The 
Undefended Leader’ has been releasing his latest book ‘The Undefended Life’ chapter by 
chapter through his blog site.  Here’s a snippet from this month’s release: 
 
“Developing a liturgy for one’s life, therefore, seeks a way of moving through the world, in time, 
which constantly opens itself up the movements of God. We find ourselves coming close to the 
historic notion of a ‘rule of life’. Such ‘rules’ were cultivated in the main by religious orders to 
provide structure for the community life. They were often enshrined around some central vows, 
which denoted the radical commitment the individual was making to live this kind of life. 
 
If we were to extend the fundamental posture of being undefended into three central ‘vows’ one 
might reach for the following: Receiving, Welcoming and Stewarding. Receiving expresses the 
primary orientation of child receiving the world as gift. It is the antidote to owning the world as 
possession or exploiting the world as commodity. It is also, one notes, the antidote to ‘serving the 
cause’ of God as some forms of Christianity have become. Welcoming expresses the responsive 
orientation of trust in which the other is experienced not as threat but as friend. It does not equate 
to being a walk-over or door mat. Instead, it seeks to create a hospitable space within ourselves for 
the other. Such hospitality always, inevitably, leads us to the third movement: that of Stewarding.  
 
Stewarding is more active that Welcoming. It infers proactive movement to protect, look after and 
improve the world that we are given. Because we Steward, we seek to preserve those things which 
are precious. We protect that which is vulnerable. We cultivate that which is growing. We renew 
that which is being depleted. We seek to give the world back as gift to those who follow after us. 
 
I prefer to read Receiving, Welcoming and Stewarding less as vows and more as movements we are 
to commit to…” 
 
St Paul's Institute:  
 
“St Paul's Institute seeks to bring Christian ethics to bear on our understanding of finance and economics. 
For hundreds of years, people gathered at Paul's Cross in the cathedral's churchyard to debate the great 
issues of the day. Since 2002, thousands have gathered inside St Paul's to join in debates on key issues 
we face today.  Our vision was to stimulate dialogue on contemporary issues within the church and also to 
bring a theological voice to wider current debate.  In 2010, St Paul's Institute launched a new website; 
taking our focus in a new direction.  The new website can now be found at: www.stpaulsinstitute.org.uk” 
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Contributions from MODEM Members 

Alan Harpham, founding chair of MODEM, is chair of Workplace Ministry Herts & Beds. 

Workplace Ministry Herts and Beds has recently become a legal entity in the form of a company limited by 
guarantee and registered as a Charity with the Charity Commission.  Its new name is Ecumenical Partnership 
Initiatives Limited (EPI) and its existing workplace ministry operations will continue under the abbreviated title 
Workplace Ministry under this new umbrella organisation.  The umbrella will also offer a home to other charity 
organisations that fit with EPI’s aims and purposes.  That is a Christian Organisation that aims to support individuals 
and organisations in the workplace – private, government and not‐for‐profit, and to assist them to develop and grow 
to their full potential in body, mind and spirit. 

 As well as continuing with the traditional chaplaincy role, we have three full‐time paid chaplains and two retired 
senior chaplains working near fulltime, together with around 40 part‐time volunteer chaplains, we have plans for 
other work.  This includes looking into offering Christian consultants offering consultancy work under the EPI banner 
and retaining a significant part of the earnings to assist EPI to be more self‐sufficient and sustainable financially as 
we move forward.  We will also be looking to help the churches think about the economy, work and its theology.  
God is already in the workplace and our role is to help people to find Him there. 

Revd Mike Shaw, our Director, will be retiring on 1st October and looks forward to working on in a voluntary 
capacity.  We have appointed a new Director who will take up her post on 1st October. She is Yvonne Rowland, who 
joins us from Barclays Bank, where she held a senior executive post, after a short break looking after her home 
affairs.  Yvonne is an active member of the St Alban’s Cathedral congregation and we are looking forward to 
continuing to deliver our strategy under her direction. 

We are working with others in the field including LASER, Cambridge, Southwell Diocese and the Well Centre in 
Reading . We, with them, have plans to try and raise this important area higher on the Churches’ agenda.  You may 
have seen the motion St Alban’s Diocese proposed to General Synod last year on the Theology of Work ‐ if not, do 
research it. 

For further information, visit our website www.workplaceministry.org.uk 

Forthcoming Events 
 
MODEM’s Annual Meeting of Members. 21 September, 2pm. London, venue tbc. 
 
Spirit in Work community 10th Anniversary Celebration. The ‘Spirit in Work’ community, co-founded by 
Father Dermot Tredget and David Welbourn, which meets at Douai Abbey near Reading in Berkshire three 
or four times per year, is celebrating its 10th Anniversary on 6-7 October, 2010. David writes: 

“On 6 October, network members will gather at Douai Abbey to enjoy a celebratory meal. I, and a number 
of other members who have been part of the network from the beginning, will review our activities over the 
past decade and lead a discussion on how ‘spirit at work’ as a movement has progressed.  Our own 
network has certainly grown since about a dozen of us first met in September 2000; we now have nearly a 
hundred names on our mailing list. But how has Spirit at Work as a whole fared? This is more difficult to 
assess, and one of the things we shall be doing in October is pooling our impressions about this.”  Email 
welbourn@ntlworld.com if you would be interested in attending. 
 
David has also been kind enough to provide us with an update on the related Spirit in Work Journal: 

“MODEM members will have wondered what has happened to the Spirit in Work journal. Last year (as 
some of you may remember) I stepped down as its coordinating editor, and expressed the hope that other 
members of our editorial group might keep the journal going. One or two seemed interested in doing so, but 
wondered whether setting up a social networking group might be better than having a quarterly journal. 
That idea has not come to fruition (yet). But in the meantime – obviously! – no further issues of the journal 
have been produced. If and when there is anything more to report, I’ll inform you via MODEM Matters.” 

Don’t forget to keep a regular check on our website for news items and updated 
information about forthcoming events – www.modem-uk.org 


